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One of the key elements of handgunlaw.us that separates how we do things from other
sites is the way we standardize not only the format of the site, but in how we present the
visual maps, and how they function to help you get the relevant data. Each US map
shown on the top of various pages presents you with different data, or forms of data.
Using the map below, you’ll notice highlighted blocks on each state abbreviation.

On the maps found on our site (not this one, this one is simply a static image for
demonstration only), the highlighted block areas are all active. That means if you hover
or click in roughly the areas shown blocked in the map above on our active maps found
on our site pages (you won’t be able to see the actual blocks on those pages), they will
react the way they were programmed to.
These highlighted blocks are known as “mapped zones”. Each mapped zone allows the
ability to link that zone to any other page or location on any page, that the programmer
wants you to see. They can also be programmed to allow the site visitor to read a short
note the programmer wishes you to read.
Our maps are all active maps. Hover your mouse over the state abbreviation, as shown in
the highlighted mapped zones above, and you’ll be able to read the state name. If you
click your mouse in those mapped zones, you’ll open the appropriate page that’s linked to
the map. To return to handgunlaw.us, simply close the new browser window you just
opened and you’ll find that handgunlaw.us is exactly where you left it.

Button/Links Navigation
"This is the date the last update to the site was made. It is
only shown on the Index page.

These drop-down Global Links. Hover over the button
to see the drop-down links. Click on the link to view.
This is the site title. On any page except the index page, it’s
a hot link to that index page.
Search Handgunlaw.us by key word by entering it here.

Details listing of changes made to data on this site.

List of states and who honors their Permit/License.
List of states and whose Permit/License they honor.
Create a map of states that honor all your Permit/Licenses
Vehicle carry by state without a valid Permit/license.
Requirements to obtain non-resident permits where issued.
Graphic showing RTC History from 1986 to date.
Our Firearms Frequently Asked Questions.
Our firearms related Glossary.
The Fundamentals of Firearm Safety.
Site Navigation page – this page.
Links to commercial firearms related sites.
Links to state specific RKBA Forums.
Links to State RKBA Organizations.

